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By Jack Tillmany : Theatres of San Francisco  dedicated to independent film foreign language cinema restored 
classics and documentaries includes film details and schedules searchable by title or by city movie times tickets 
directions trailers and more for century san francisco centre 9 and xd located at 845 market st san francisco ca Theatres 
of San Francisco: 

0 of 0 review helpful SOMETHING TO DO IN SAN FRANCISCO WHEN YOU RE DEAD By Anthony Sol 
obviously no one could possibly enjoy Theatres of San Francisco as rapturously as i did during the 5 years i lived in 
that foggy swampy city by the bay i went to nearly all these theatres in fact going to them was pretty much the only 
worthwhile pursuit i enjoyed during that accursed time there s even a shot of the Cannery Th You read the sad stories 
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in the papers another ornate 1920s single screen theatre closes to be demolished and replaced by a strip mall That s 
progress and in this 20 screen multiplex world it s happening more and more Only a handful of the 100 or so 
neighborhood theatres that once graced these streets are left in San Francisco but they live on in the photographs 
featured in this book The heyday of such venues as the Clay Noe Metro New Mission Alexandria About the Author 
Jack Tillmany former owner of the Gateway Cinema in San Francisco and a revival programming pioneer brings the 
city rsquo s theatres to life in this amazing selection of vintage images Drawing from his personal archive collected 
during a 30 y 
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